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CURVATURE TENSORS OF 3-DIMENSIONAL ALMOST
CONTACT METRIC MANIFOLDS

SANG-SEUP EUM

1. 3-dimensional almost contact metric manifold

A (2n +1) -dimensional differentiable manifold M is called to have
an almost contact metric structure if there is given a positive definite
Riemannian metric gji and a triplet ('Pki , ~j, r;k) of (1, I)-type tensor
field 'Pki , vector field ~i and I-form r;k in M which satisfy the following
equations:

(1. 1) 'P/'Pik= -o/+r;/;k, 'P/~i=O, r;i'P/=O, r;lt=1

and

(1. 2)

In this case, M is called a (2n+ I)-dimensional almost contact metric
menifold. By virtue of the last equation of (1. 2), we shall write r;h

instead of ~h.

We consider a (0, 4)-type tensor Ekjih in a (2n+ I)-dimensional almost
contact metric manifold defined by

(1. 3) E kjih = (2n+ 1) (Tkirih -rjirkh) -'Pki'Pjh +'Pji'Pkh - 2'Pki'Pih'

where we have put

(1. 4)

By a direct computation, we obtain

(1. 5) EkjihEkjih=16(2n+ 1)n(n2 -1).

Taking account of (1. 3) and 0.5), we see that a (0. 4)-type tensor
Ekjih in a 3-dimensional almost contact metric manifold defined by

(1. 6) E kjih=3(rkiYjh-YjiYkh) -'Pki'Pjh+epjiepkh-2epkjepih

is a zero tensor.
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Therefore we obtain in a 3-dimensional almost contact metric manifold
M the following identity:

(1. 7) 3(TkiTjh-Tj;Tkh) =(PklPjh-(j)j;(j)kh+2(j)kj(j);h,

or equivalently

(1. 8) 3 (gkigjh-gjigkh) +3YJk(gji1)h-gjh1)i) -31)j(gki1)h-gkhYJi)
= (j)ki(j)jh-(j)ji(j)kh+ 2(j)kj(j)ih.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 1. 1. In a 3-dimensional almost contact metric manifold, the
identity (1. 7) or equivalently (1. 8) is satisfied.

On the other hand, it is well known fact that the conformal curvature
tensor of Weyl vanishes identically in a 3-dimensional Riemannian
manifold, that is, the following equation. is satisfied:

(1. 9) Kkjih+KkiOjh_KjiOkh+gkiK/-gjiKkh
K--2-(gkiO/-gjiOkh) =0,

where Kkjih, K ji and K are the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and
the scalar curvature of the manifold respectively.

We call the section determined by a unit vector 'Oh orthogonal to 1)h
and the vector (j)th'Ot a (j)-holomorphic section in a 3-dimensional almost
contact metric manifold.

2. Curvature tensor of 3-dimensional cosymplectic manifold

If an almost contact metric structure of M introduced in the last
section satisfies

Njih+ (Oj1)i- Oi1)j)1)k=O,

where OJ=o/oxj , tu, xk} being the coordinate neighborhoods and
Njih is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with (j)/, then Mis called a normal
almost contact metric maifold.

A normal almost contact metric manifold M is said to be cosymple
ctic if the 2-form (j)ji=(j)/gti and the I-form YJi are both closed. It is
well known (Blair, [lJ) that the cosymplectic structure of M is char':
acterized by

(2.1)
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where f7k is the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to g ji.
The following equations are also satisfied in cosymplectic manifold M:

(2.2) Kkj/rlt=O, Kjer/=O

and

(2.3) rlf7eKjj=O, rlf7eK=O.

In this section, we study on the curvature tensor of a 3-dimensional
cosymplectic manifold M.

Transvecting (1. 9) with 1)h1)k and taking account of (2.2), we obtain

K
(2.4) K ji=7jJjj.

Substituting (2.4) into (1. 9), we see that the curvature tensor of
M has the form

(2.5)

or equivalently

(2.6)

by virtue of (1. 7).
Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2.1. The curvature tensor of the 3-dimensional cosymplectic
manifold has the form (2. 5) or equivalently (2. 6).

On the other hand, on previous paper (Eum, [2J), we have defined
the cosymplectic Bochner curvature tensor in a 3-dimensional cosympl
ectic manifold by

(2. 7) Bkjjh=Kkjih+rkhLjj-rjhLki+ Lkhrji- Ljhrki+<fJkhMji-<fJjhMkj
+ Mkh<fJjj- Mjh<fJki-2(Mkj<fJih+<fJkjMjh) ,

where

(2.8)

(2.9)

L L
., K= "gJI= __

J' 8 '

Substituting (2. 4) into (2. 8), we obtain

(2.10)
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K
M j ;= -If!Pj;.

(2.5), (2.10) and (2.11) into (2. 7), we obtain

(2.11)

Substituting

(2.12)

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. 2. In the 3-dimensional cosymplectic manifold, the cosym
plectic Bochner curvature tensor vanishes identically.

Taking account of the equation (2. 5) and calculating the sectional
curvature k determind by the qJ-holomorphic section, we easily see that

K
k=2·

Taking account of this fact, (1.7),(2.5) and (2.6), we find

k
(2.13) K kj;h=4(7kh7j;-7jh7ki+qJkhqJji-qJjhqJki- 2qJkjqJ;h).

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. 3. In the 3-dimensional cosymplectic manifold, the qJ
holomorphic sectional curvature is independent of qJ-holorllOrphic secti~n

at a point and is equal to ~, K being the scalar curvature.

3. Curvature tensor of 3-dimensional Sasakian manifold

If a normal almost contact metric structure of M satisfies

(3.1) qJj;= ~ (Opl;-o;1jj),

then M is called a Sasakian manifold.
In a (2n+1) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M, we have (Yano,

[6J)

(3.2) f7k1jj=qJkj, f7kqJ/= _1jhgkj +1j/Jkh.

The following equations are also satisfied in M (Yano, [6J):

(3.3) K kjthr;t=Okhr;j-O/1jk> 1jtKtj;h=1jhgji _1j;Ojh,

(3.4) K jt1jt= 2n1jj

and
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(3.5)

In this section we study on the curvature tensor of the 3-dimensional
Sasakian manifold M.

Transvecting (1. 9) with 1)h1)k and taking account of (3. 3) and (3. 4),
we obtain

(3.6)

where we have put

K(3.7) b=2-1.

Substituting (3. 6) and (3. 7) into (1. 9), we see that the curvature
tensor of M has the form

(3.8) Kkjl= (1-b) (gkiOi-gjjOkh)

+ (b-2) {(1)kO/-1)jOkh)1)i+ (gki1)j-gji1)k)1)h}.

Substituting the identity (1. 8) into· (3. 8) , we obtain

(3.9) Kkjih= (gkjgjh-gjjgkh) +21)k(gji1)h-gjh1)i)

b
-21)j (gkj1)h - gkh1)i) - 3 (epkiep jh -epjjepkh +2epkjepjh).

Substituting (1. 7) into (3.9), we obtain

(3.10) K kjjh = (l-b)(rkir jh-r jjTkh)

+1)k (g jj1)h - gjh1)i) - 1)j (gki1)h - gkh1)j).

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3.1. The curvature tensor of the 3-dimensional Sasakian
manifold has the form (3.8) or (3. 9) or equivalently (3. 10).

On the other hand, the contact Bochner curvature tensor in the 3
dimensional Sasakian manifold is defined by (Yano, [6J)

(3.11)

where

(3.12)

and

Bkjjh=Kkjjh+rkhLjj-r/Lki + Lkhr jj - L/rkj

+epkhMjj -ep/Mki + Mkhepjj - M/epki

- 2 (Mkjepjh+epkjMih) + (epkhep jj -ep/epki - 2epkjepjh) ,

L jj = - ~ {Kjj + (L+3)gjj- (L-l)1)j1}i} , L/=Ljtgth,

M jj= -Ljtep/, Ml=Mktgth,
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(3.13)

Substituting

L= K+10
8

(3. 6) and (3. 7) into

_(~+l-)
4 2'

(3.12) and (3.13), we obtain

(3.14)

where we have put

(3.15) bl=-~(~b+~), b2=~(~b-~).
Substituting (1. 7), (3. 10), (3. 14) and (3. 15) into (3. 11), we easily

obtain

(3. 16) Bkjih=O.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3. 2. In the 3-dimensional Sasakian manifold M, the contact
Bochner curvature tensor vanishes identically.

Taking account of the definition of lp-holomorphic sectional curvature
and the equation (3.10), we easily see the following

THEOREM 3.3. In the 3-dimensional Sasakian manifold, the lp-holom
orp'Mc sectional curvature is iindependent of lp-holomorphic seCtion at a

point and is equal to ~ -2, K being the scalar curvature.

Taking account of above fact, (1. 8) and (3.9), we obtain
k+3 k-1

K kjih=-4-(gkhgji-gjhg/li) --4- {1}k(gji1}h-gjh1}i)

-1}j (gki1}h - gkh1}i) +lpkilpjh-lpjiqJkh+2lpkjlpih} ,

k being the lp-holomorphic sectional curvature.
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